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Mr. Ahmed Al Daifi

Top Ten Tests
2016 Secondary Education Certificate Examination ( Test one )
A- Language Functions

1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1.
2.
3.
4.

You ask your friend why he'd like to practise sports.
Your friend asks your advice about how to lose weight
You warn your friend not to deal with infected birds.
You suggest making a chat group with your colleagues.

2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. I'd like to deposit 1000 $, please.
Place:
B. What's your account number?
Speaker A:
A. It's 43653.
Speaker B:
Function A:

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

2. A. How much is this shirt?
B. 150.pounds.
A. Can I have a red one?
B. Of course.

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

Place:
Speaker A:
Speaker B:
Function B:
B – Vocabulary and Structure

3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:
1. She still works hard ………..…… her age.

a. in case of
b. despite
c. although
d. however
2. Do you ………..……read newspapers?
a. regularly
b. regular
c. regularize
d. regularization
3. I like the manager ………………kind and co-operative.
a. who
b. who's
c. whose
d. that
4. Most of the novels ………………by Nagib Mahfouz have been changed into films.
a. writing
b. were written
c. wrote
d. written
5. Although Amy Johnson ………the world record, she became popular with the British people.
a. broke
b. missed
c. lost
d. beat
6. More schools ………..…… by the end of next year.
a. will open
b. will be opened c. will have opened d. will have been opened
7. I need a five ………..……holiday in Alex.
a. days'
b. days
c. day's
d. day
8. The boss asked if he ………………..a favour the night before.
a. would do
b. did
c. does
d. had done
9. Where was paper first ………..……?
a. invented
b. discovered
c. explored
d. found out
10. She............... an archaeologist when she leaves university. That is a plan.
a. become
b. is going to become
c. will become
d. am becoming
11. According to the police, the main …….. for a stolen painting is a blonde woman in the
fourth decade .
a. suspect
b. inspector
c. accusation
d. accuser
12. The patient has to control how much sugar he eats because he has ….................
a. influenza
a. influenza
a. influenza
a. influenza
13. Farah favourite musical ………… is the violin.
a. player
b. equipment
c. instrument
d. tool
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14. ………… is entertainment that helps people to forget about their worries.
a. Debate
b. Escapism
c. Publication
d. Coronation
15. If I had written work, I .............. it at once.
a. would do
b. did
c. am doing
d. would have done
16. Volcanoes, earthquakes and storms are all natural …………..
a. phenomena
b. criterion
c. criteria
d. phenomenon
4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Before you can fly alone, you need to have a pilot's qualification.
This is the villa in what I live.
If I were you, I'd avoid to travel into the city during the festival.
I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.
Covers of books are usually made of sap.
Oil and gas are find under the ground.
D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)

(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)

A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

According to Rose, how is Rudolf Rassendyll different from his brother Robert?
What did the three men do once they opened the door of the summer house?
What has Rassendyll shown the king?
The thought of the man who had almost beaten Rudolf Rassendyll still makes his
heart beat louder in his chest. Explain.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"I don't think it would be a good idea for Mr Rassendyll to visit Strelsau now."
1. Who said that? To whom?
2. Why did the speaker think it wasn't a good idea for Rassendyll to do so?
3. Why did the speaker have to change his opinion hours later?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. The King invited Rassendyll to stay with his family in Strelsau.
2. Because Johann was helping the King, he could not open the front door for Spat and
his men at two o'clock.
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

"The advantages of the internet"
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)

The mobile phone is one of the most fabulous inventions of the present time. It is of
great importance for many people like doctors, businessmen and others. On the other
hand, a lot of people misuse it, so it sometimes becomes a waste of time and money.
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)

  
  

.1
.2



function man,woman,person,
  request – inquiryasking for informationgiving information
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2016 Secondary Education Certificate Examination ( Test two )
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Your sister drives fast in a crowded street. Warn her.
You didn’t study hard and got low marks. Express regret.
A friend asks about the weather. You see dark clouds in the sky.
You hear someone use a word you do not understand. The word is "Debate".

2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. Stop! This shot must be acted again.
Place:
B. Why, sir?
Speaker A:
A. You shouldn't seem to be hesitated when you jump Speaker B:
over the wall
Function A:

2. A. Show me the names of customers who phoned me. Place:
B. Here you are.
Speaker A:
A. O.K. Please type this letter and send it now.
Speaker B:
Function B:
B – Vocabulary and Structure

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:
1. This is the factory in ………..…… I work.

a. that
b. where
c. which
d. when
2. This medicine is safe. There are no..........................
a. top effects
b. side effects
c. leaks
d. waste
3. Your ……cards have to be shown before entering the chairman's office.
a. status
b. identity
c. marital
d. mobile
4. The giant drilling machine dug a tunnel with a …. of over 15 metres.
a. diameter
b. thermometer
c. parameter
d. passage
5. My friend and I look very different, but our personalities are .............
a. alike
b. common
c. like
d. same
6. …….…….you invest your capital well, you won't make a profit.
a. If
b. Without
c. In case
d. Unless
7. Since I graduated, I ………. in this bank.
a. will work
b. has worked
c. worked
d. have been working
8. Zeinab's biographical accounts of her life...........by her brother Ahmed.
a. were written
b. was written
c. wrote
d. had written
9. I...............a car accident while coming to school.
a. was seeing
b. saw
c. see
d. have seen
10. Magdi Yacoub was one of the first heart transplant................
a. captains
b. players
c. pioneers
d. astronauts
11. It is hard to walk in space because there is no ........................ .
a. gravity
b. waiting
c. spin
d. air
12. In Britain children .................... secondary school from the age of 11
a. go
b. Intend
c. share
d. attend
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13. A …………..speaker is a person who is able to speak smoothly and readily.
a. flake
b. fluid
c. fluent
d. flue
14. They want to ………………..their children in the nearby school.
a. enroll
b. enrich
c. enjoy
d. engage
15. If a plant does not get any water, it .........................
a. dies
b. would be dead c. would die
d. dead
16. There is a big ...................where engineers are building the new metro line.
a. routine
b. invasion
c. excavation
d. district
4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Most criminals in Upper Egypt hide in a mountain save.
Who many times do I need to drive in the city center?
The girl who's poem was highly praised will be rewarded next week.
My father discourages me to do researches.
However mistakes he makes, we usually forgive and advise him.
The more people want to buy something, the expensive it will become.
D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)

(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)

A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Why did Rassendyll ask Princess Flavia to forgive him?
What happened at the lodge during the coronation?
There were social and local divisions in Strelsau. "Explain"
Why did the real King want to see Rassendyll?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"This Woman's been writing secret letters to Rassendyll! She
needs to be punished"
1. Who says this? To whom?
2. Who is "this woman"?
3. What is the speaker doing while saying this?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Flavia was asked to guard the king's bedroom and stop anyone trying to get in.
2. When Rassendyll and Spat saw the coach, they hid behind a tree.
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

(How to save energy?)
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)

We are in urgent need of a revolution against our bad behaviour. Really, we should
resist any strange conduct and try to modify it. There should be a new civilized look to
adapt to the new situation after our glorious revolution with its unlimited ambitions .
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)

  .             .1
 .2
  (you tell-you ask
thinkingyou are told-yor are asked
  –––––function 
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2016 Secondary Education Certificate Examination ( Test three )
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1.
2.
3.
4.

You want to know the number of people in your reading club.
You are asked to tell your age next year.
A friend asks you what you think about TV news programmes.
You give reason why you prefer e-books.

2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. Excuse me , sir . The captain has asked everyone Place:
to return to their seats.
Speaker A:
B. Does that mean we are going to land soon?
Speaker B:
A. Yes , in about 15 minutes
Function A:

2. A. I'd like to fill the tyre, please.
B. Sorry, the air pump is out of order.

Place:
Speaker A:
Speaker B:
Function B:

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

B – Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

1. " The prisoner of Zenda" ............Hope few months to write it.
a. left
b. spent
c. gave
d. took
2. He left all his savings to his son in his ……….
a. hand
b. will
c. memory
d. fan
3. My uncle is a teacher in the languages ……………..at our school.
a. space
b. point
c. department
d. area
4. We have plenty of time. We ………………..drive fast.
d. have to
a. mustn’t
b. needn’t
c. must
5. Everybody communicates by e-mail now. Paper mail has become……………..
a. modern
b. old-fashioned c. fashionable
d. routine
6. Trees absorb water from the ground through their .....................
a. bark
b. fruits
c. roots
d. leaves
7. Six months...................half a year.
a. are
b. is
c. be
d. am
8. Education is future………….. for country and its young people.
a. investment
b. wish
c. desire
d. achievement
9. My sister .......... at university for three years. She comes home every weekend.
a. is
b. has been
c. is being
d. had been
10. The noise................her a headache yesterday.
a. took
b. made
c. gave
d. did
11. It.................... that air travel will become more popular in the future.
a. is thought
b. was thought
c. thought
d. thinks
12. The rainbow is a ………….that occurs after it has just rained.
a. phenomenon
b. draught
c. eclipse
d. theory
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13. Sally's father asked her where ................
a. she had been b. had she been c. has she been
d. she has been
14. …………… the developments in medical research, many patients would have died.
a. If it weren't for b. In case of
c. Without
d. Unless
15. My parents promised me that they …….….me a laptop if I succeeded.
a. might buy
b. will buy
c. buy
d. have bought
16. Wind and wave power are types of……….. energy.
a. new
b. waste
c. renewable
d. cheap
4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Before I entered the university, I had to show my credit card
Sooner or later a cure for cancer will have discovered.
Does he come early yesterday, he would have caught the train.
Five hundred grams are half a kilo.
I will lend you my calculator after I had done this sum.
Soha shouldn’t eat too many sweets because she is chronic.
D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)

(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)

A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Rassendyll had not been lazy all his life. "illustrate" .
How did Sapt explain Rassendyll’s injured finger to Freyler ?
How do Sapt and Fritz know that the king is still alive( at the castle)?
Why does Rupert ride away instead of fighting Rassendyll?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

" If all is well why go there ? and if all isn't well, I fear there will
be a trap."
1. Who said this and to whom?
2. What does " there " refer to?
3. Where were they?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. When Rassendyll enters the prison, the doctor and Hentzau are there.
2. The rich people who had always lived well would support the Duke.
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

Plants make the world a pleasant place to live in.
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)

If wood is heated, chemicals are produced which can be used to make medicines and
some kinds of plastic. Wood products are also used in some type of ice cream.
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)

 .1
  .           .2
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2016 Secondary Education Certificate Examination ( Test four )
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1.
2.
3.
4.

A friend suggests that swimming is a good way to keep fit
You're asked why you admire Dr. Magdi Yacoub.
You don’t study hard and got low marks. Express regret.
You think that your friend is socialable. Give reasons

2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. Can I have a cold drink?
Place:
B. No, you won't have a cold drink until we take off.
Speaker A:
A. When will we take off?
Speaker B:
B. In ten minutes.
Function A :

2. A. Stop here, please. How much should I pay?
B. The meter indicates 20 pounds.

Place:
Speaker A:
Speaker B:
Function B :

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

B – Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

1. Unusual weather is becoming more ………….. at present.
a. scare
b. rare
c. favourite
d. common
2. He admitted that he …… late the night before.
a. has arrived
b. arrives
c. to arrive
d. had arrived
3. The police warned us .......................out at night.
a. not going
b. to not going
c. not to go
d. not go
4. Mom got .......at work and now she has a lot more responsibility.
a. a module
b. an achievement c. a promotion
d. a scorpion
5. I expect I................................. you at the weekend.
a. am seeing
b. am going to see c. I'll see
d. see
6. After the accident, the doctor .................. her to check she was not injured.
a. examined
b. looked at
c. tested
d. studied
7. Do you have ......................... free time this afternoon?.
a. a
b. the
c. many
d. any
8. Dr. Aisha Abd El-Rahman was born ………..……a conservative family.
a. in
b. into
c. out
d. from
9. Her uncle can't remember his accident. The doctor thinks he may…
a. phobia
b. a headache
c. amnesia
d. injury
10. The …………………of the fire is a cigarette end.
a. result
b. reason
c. explanation
d. cause
11. This nurse is ………………charge of nursing the wounded soldiers.
a. on
b. at
c. in
d. with
12. When I was younger, I ......................... go swimming every day.
a. usually
b. used
c. use
d. used to
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13. I’ve done everything I can, but I can’t ………..him to change his mind.
a. let
b. persuade
c. make
d. ask
14. He did nothing wrong. He's...........................
a. suspect
b. guilty
c. innocent
d. sensible
15. If he doesn't get eight hours sleep every night, he ..................... really tired the next day.
a. will feel
b. feels
c. would feel
d. is feeling
16. Every teacher consider teaching a ………………..career.
a. worth
b. remarkable
c. worthwhile
d. worthy of remark
4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1. Queen Victoria, who husband Albert died in 1861, lived until 1901.
2. We moved 'to this house two years ago today, so we lived here for
exactly two years.
3. Since he is a hardworking man, he has not been successful in business.
4. He was purified as an accountant.
5. The Chinese built The Great Wall to keep the attackers away.
6. If a person put a long bar of steel in water, have it sink?
D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)

(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)

A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

How does Rassendyll come out of the summer house alive?
Why was Sapt anxious when Rassendyll rode through the old part of town alone?
Why did Fritz and Sapt lock up Johann's mother with the King?
According to Flavia, how has Rassendyll ( the king ) changed in his appearance ?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"Nervous. I’m not made of stone, you know.”
1. Who said this to Sapt?
2. Where were they when this was said?
3. Why was the speaker nervous?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Rassendyll found the dead body of the King in the hunting lodge cellar.
2. The people cheered " Good save both kings".
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

We now know that plants and trees make their own food. Their leaves are like factories
producing everything they need, so that plants can change the energy from the sun into
chemical energy.
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)

Unemployment and illiteracy are two major causes that may lead to crimes and
violence. So we have to create job opportunities for youth. It is also the responsibility of all
sectors of society to eradicate illiteracy.
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)

 .1
 .2
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2016 Secondary Education Certificate Examination ( Test five )
A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1. You want to know about a friend’s energy-saving habits .
2. Your teacher asks you how you can save energy at home.
3. Someone tells you that Anthony Hope wrote” The prisoner of Zenda “ in Three months
You are very surprised by this.
4. Someone says that he still can't find a job. Deny this.
2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. How can I help you?
Place:
B. I want this pair of sparrows.
Speaker A:
A. They are three hundred pounds.
Speaker B:
Function A:

2. A. What is wrong with it?
Place:
The
screen
isn’t
clear
and
it
can't
receive
any
calls.
B.
Speaker A:
Let
me
have
a
look.
A.
Speaker B:
B.
Function B:
B – Vocabulary and Structure

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

1. He was perplexed and I ………………..that he was not telling the truth.
a. assured
b. achieved
c. ascertained
d. realized
2. He said a moment ago that he ………………..his car last month.
d. did sell
a. sold
b. had sold
c. would sold
3. I really enjoy reading Agatha Christie novels. I particularly like her………
a. way
b. style
c. system
d. design
…………..
mobiles
is
cheap
nowadays.
4.
a. Used
b. Use
c. Using
d. User
5. What do you think caused the building ………………..?
a. to fall
b. falling
c. falls
d. has fallen
6. The passengers' luggage ……. searched carefully at the airport customs.
a. was
b. has
c. were
d. had
7. My grandfather cannot read the newspapers now because there is something wrong
with his …………..
a. sigh
b. view
c. preview
d. sight
8. Important laws ………….. by the Parliament lately.
a. was passed
b. are passed
c. have been passed d. has been passed
9. I'm glad I've got him as a friend, not an...................
a. ambitious
b. envious
c. enemy
d. elderly
10. Can you count how..................grains of sand are on a beach?
a. much
b. many
c. some
d. any
11. Some people ……… long distances while others work close to home.
a. communicate b. commute
c. complain
d. compete\
12. Studying another language is a very ………………..experience.
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13.
14.
15.
16.

a. reward
b. rewarding
c. reworking
d. reword
It was a truly...............evening. We enjoyed ourselves a lot.
a. lovingly
b. loveable
c. loving
d. lovely
What a pity! He’s bleeding terribly. He … an accident.
a. can’t have had b. may have had c. must have had
d. should not have had
He became a journalist ………..……graduating.
a. before
b. after
c. while
d. during
My mother says that she will ………………..modernize the kitchen to meet our needs
a. has to
b. should
c. have to
d. must

4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I intend to spend a fortress in Alex as one week isn't enough.
He used a false identify to escape from the police.
Gratitude is what makes objects fall to the ground.
He sent me the report as en e-mail letter.
Shobra is a famous distracter of Cairo.
The manager has a very nice personnel. She's kind to everyone she meets.

(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)

D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)
A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Why did Rupert attack Antoinette?
Show that Robert had an interest in Countess Amelia?
Rassendyll and Sapt needed a permit to leave the city. Why ?
What was Marshal Strakencz?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“You could have become an ambassador yourself one day! If
you don’t go, you’ll never be anyone important"
1. Who said this to Rassendyll?
2. Why didn’t Rassendyll want to do what the person wanted?
3. Where did the person want him to go and why?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. The King had seen the Princess with Sapt, and Rupert Hentzau returned to Strelsau.
2. The Castle of Zenda was heavily guarded as the King was playing squash there.
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

"Smoking"
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)

There is no doubt that smoking is a fatal habit. Figures show that the number of
smoking victims is increasing all the time. There should be an end to this habit.
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)

 .1
 .2
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2016 Secondary Education Certificate Examination

( Test six )

A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1.
2.
3.
4.

You are trying to persuade your father to take the family on holiday to Luxor.
Your friend is just about to cross the road, and he doesn’t see a fast car coming.
Someone asks your opinion about how you think newspapers will be in the future
A friend asks for your advice about keeping fit . Advise him.

2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. Excuse me, can I borrow this book?
Place:
B. Certainly. Good choice. May I have your card?
Speaker A:
A. When is this book due?
Speaker B:
B. Please return it by next Monday.
Function A:

2. A. Well, your application has been successful
Place:
B. That's great when do I start?
Speaker A:
At
the
beginning
of
next
month.
You'll
be
working
at
A.
Speaker B:
our Cairo branch
B. I'm looking forward to starting
Function B:
B – Vocabulary and Structure

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

1. No one is sure where Ali is, but we think he ……….gone to see his uncle.
a. needn't have b. can’t have
c. might have
d. must have
2. The molten rock heats underground ……………..of water.
a. spies
b. leaks
c. lakes
d. looks
3. These are my plans for the summer holidays. First of all , I ……..to Alex.
a. will go
b. am going to go c. are going
d. have gone
4. After hitting her head in an accident, Soha couldn’t remember anything .
Doctors think she has ……………
a. influenza
b. amnesia
c. diabetes
d. fever
5. Agatha Christie is the queen of English crime ………. .
a. fraction
b. fiction
c. attraction
d. construction
6. Souad ……. remembered our phone number because she called us today.
a. might have
b. mustn’t have
c. can’t have
d. must have
7. People usually ………… to book their holidays every year.
a. queue
b. string
c. vote
d. stand
8. The dentist told me that he........able to treat me until the next day.
a. won't be
b. wouldn't be
c. hadn't been
d. hasn't been
9. Dalia spent three days in hospital to ………… after her accident.
a. commit
b. recuperate
c. excavate
d. profess
10. My new trousers are too long, so my mother is going to……them for me.
a. broaden
b. shorten
c. deepen
d. widen
11. The ……were stuck in the metro for three hours because of a power failure.
a. diameters
b. regions
c. commuters
d. cliffs
12. Nurses are part of the medical ……
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13.
14.
15.
16.

a. profession
b. confession
c. procession
When you…….…….the truth, you'll change your mind.
a. have known
b. knew
c. are known
The lady…….…….of the murder is thought to be innocent.
a. suspects
b. is suspected
c. suspected
I was too tired to have the…….…….to get out of bed.
a. engine
b. energy
c. engagement
Politics …………….. popular at this university.
a. has
b. are
c. be

d. confusion
d. had known
d. was suspected
d. fight
d. is

4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How on air is it possible to reclaim the desert?
Water is the solid form of ice.
There are usual phenomena that occurs occasionally.
Doaa read an autobiography about Shakespeare last week, doesn’t she?
She intends to visiting her aunt next Friday.
He asked me if he had saw his newspaper.
D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)

(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)

A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

What did Sapt want Rassendyll to do at the ball?
What was the difference between Robert and Rudolf according to Rose?
Why wasn't Rassendyll as sick as the King?
What did Antoinette tell Rassendyll when he went to the summer house?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"You do not know me, but I do not want you to fall into the
power of the Duke.”
1. Who wrote these words in a letter?
2. Who was the letter addressed to?
3. What advice did the letter give?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Michael rides through the poor part of town without a close guard.
2. Sir Jacob Borrodaile's going to be a professor in six months' time.
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

(A novel or a short story you have enjoyed reading)
(A film/ A character you admire / a book you read) Rassendyll
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)

Global warming is not only a threat to our future health; it already leads to more than
150,000 deaths annually, according to a team of health and climate scientists at the World
Health Organization.
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)
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A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Your classmate has just lost her purse and has no money to go home. Offer help.
Someone says they think magazines are a waste of money. Disagree, giving a reason
Someone asks you, "What do you know about smart phones?"
You don't understand the meaning of the word “amnesia ".

2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. Excuse me, can I borrow this book?
Place:
B. Certainly. Good choice. May I have your card?
Speaker A:
A. When is this book due?
Speaker B:
B. Please return it by next Monday.
Function A:

2. A. So, John, could you tell our listeners how you started? Place:
B. Certainly. It was when I was seven. I won first prize Speaker A:
in a poetry competition.
A. And now it's your full-time job?
Speaker B:
B. That's right. My second novel was published last year. Function B:
B – Vocabulary and Structure

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

1. Nurses are part of the medical ………………………
a. profession
b. work
c. job
d. career
2. They report that two people …………in the explosion.
a. were killed
b. killed
c. have killed
d. are to kill
3. …………………..you have any problem, give me a ring immediately.
a. Were
b. Should
c. Unless
d. Had
4. When I was at school, I won a poetry writing………….
a. race
b. article
c. competition
d. game
5. She asked me whether ………there before .
a. I had been
b. I went
c.
I go
d. Had I been
6. It can't be denied that Naguib Mahfouz was an expert …..........Egyptian culture.
a. of
b. with
c. on
d. by
7. My brother gave me a ………of science fiction stories for my birthday.
a. composition
b. collection
c. compound
d. combination
8. Dr Karimat El-Sayed won a/an ……as one of the best women scientists in the world.
a. reward
b. ward
c. word
d. award
9. Marie is an ………..…… French woman.
a. energetic
b. energizer
c. energy
d. energetically
10. His father encouraged him ………………..run a risk.
a. from
b. to
c. on
d. with
11. .………………..is regarded in general as form of literature.
a. poultry
b. cutlery
c. symmetry
d. poetry
12. I can study at home when I ………………..
a. want to
b. wanting to
c. . to want
d. to wanting
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13. Would snow in Cairo ………………..an unusual phenomenon?
a. be considered b. is considered c. being considered d. considers
14. They have just received this photo as an e-mail……………….
a. post
b. attachment
c. letter
d. part
15. That plant has been ........................... so that it gets lots of light.
a. explored
b. raised
c. positioned
d. put
16. Accidents ...................... more frequently when the roads are busy.
a. take part
b. come in
c. cause
d. occur
4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

My brother agreed lending me his MP4.
(….…………)
The statue of Ramses II is a very important Ancient Egyptian magnet. (….…………)
Ra'fat EI-Haggan and Goma'a EI-Shawwan were very famous Egyptian kings.
(….…………)
When Umm Kalthoum died, thousands of people attended her wedding. (….…………)
Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching confession .
(….…………)
People can waste lots of money by using the underground
(….…………)
D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Why did Rassendyll remember Rose’s words about responsibilities when he left
Princess Flavia’s palace?
2. Why couldn't the Duke say anything about Rassendyll even though he knew
Rassendyll was not the King?
3. Why will Johann be in trouble if Michael's plan is successful?
4. How do you know that the poor people like the Duke?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“ It’s good to meet your cousin! You must forgive me if I seemed
surprised, as it isn’t everyday that you see your double “
1. Who said this to whom ?
2. Why was the speaker surprised ?
3. Where was it said ?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Rose’s family were richer and more important than the Rassendylls.
2. The Duke spoke to Rassendyll through the summer house door.
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

Why do you think youth suffer from unemployment?
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)

Sports have become one of the most effective means of achieving peace and stability
throughout the world. The Olympic Games are now a political question. Every participating
country tries hard to win so as to raise its flag before millions of spectators.
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)

  .         
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A- Language Functions

1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1. You are asked about the importance of science.
2. A friend suggests that you join a squash club together. Suggest something else.
3. Someone asks where your friend Ali is. You have not seen him for a long time. You are
almost certain he is on holiday.
4. You are asked about the best way to communicate with your friends.
2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. I recommend the fried chicken , sir .
Place:
B. How about the shish kebab , then?
Speaker A:
Yes , one shish kebab for me , please .
Speaker B:
Function A:

2. A. Please read the handout carefully at first.
Place:
Ok.
Miss.
B.
Speaker A:
Any
questions?
A.
Speaker B:
B. No, thanks
Function B:
B – Vocabulary and Structure

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

1. The mother used ……….. to remove the paint stain on the coat.
a. turpentine
b. gasoline
c. sap
d. petrol
2. Many people ……………….vegetables in their gardens .
a. growing
b. are grown
c. grow
d. is grown
3. He spent three days in hospital to ……..after his operation.
a. commemorate b. recuperate
c. excavate
d. create
4. He is flying to London at the weekend. His flight……..at 5.30 .
a. leaving
b. leaves
c. left
d. leave
5. The doctor assured us that there would be no………from the medicine.
a. side lights
b. side shows
c. side effects
d. side burns
6. Taha's mother asked him where....................... .
a. had he been
b. he had been c. has he been
d. he has been
7. If you ........................ earlier, you wouldn't have missed your train.
a. had left
b. would have left c. leave
d. left
8. Salma intends to ........in criminal law when she goes to law school
a. specialise
b. achieve
c. gain
d. release
9. I wish I .........................where I parked my car!
a. known
b. knew
c. know
d. knows
10. Alfred Farrag and William Shakespeare are famous .....................
a. lawyers
b. players
c. playwrights
d. plays
11. My friend had lost so much weight that I hardly .......................him.
a. envied
b. accused
c. realised
d. recognised
12. The spy was accused of .........................and taken to court.
a. cancer
b. responsibility
c. revenge
d. treason
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13. "Did you go to the party?"
- No, I ……………..
a. didn't invite
b. hadn't invited c. wasn't invited
d. invited
14. Neither of us spoke. We …….. .
a. neither spoke b. either spoke
c. both didn't speak d. also didn't speak
15. Space…………. can take several years.
a. launches
b. mansions
c. missions
d. stations
16. I remember ................your glasses on the table next to the door. Look for them there.
b. to see
c. seeing
d. saw
a. see
4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The police is going to get new uniforms.
The street where I live is only three metres width.
Oil and gas are fin d under the ground .

(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
Before entering the head quarters, people have to show their credit cards .
(….…………)
The accident wouldn’t happen if he hadn’t been using his mobile.
(….…………)
The statue of Ramses II is a very important Ancient Egyptian Magnet . (….…………)
D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)

A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

What was Sapt’s plan to save the throne?
How did Rudolf Rassendyll justify not working?
What were his skills? What was he good at?
Who is Antoinette de Mauban?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

Why didn’t you follow my plan? We could have worked well
together.”
1. Who says this to whom?
2. Where are they and what has just happened?
3. What was the plan?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Of the Six Men, four of them were Ruritanians.
2. Max Holf is Johann's uncle.
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

“ How to share in the progress of your country “
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)

Globalization has its serious impact on the developing countries. These countries
should start seriously to benefit from the fruits of technology and the necessity of having
their grouping to face any expected monopoly. There should be fruitful cooperation and
understanding among such countries.
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)

 .1
 .2
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( Test nine )

A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Your elder brother suggests paying visits to the capital city of Sudan. You agree.
You hear the word magnet on the radio. Ask a friend what it means.
Your brother looks worried. You want to know if he has a problem.
Your mother was very busy yesterday. You regret not helping her.

2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. Excuse me. Do you speak English?
Place:
B. Yes, I do. How can I help you?
Speaker A:
Could you tell me the way to the Cairo Tower, please? Speaker B:

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
Yes, Cross the road here, take the first road on the Function A: …………………..
right, and the tower is at the end of that road.

2. A. I'd like a shoulder of lamb.
B. How many kilos do you want, sir?
A. Three kilos. Don't add too much fat

Place:
Speaker A:
Speaker B:
Function B:

B.

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

B – Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

1. Tourism is expected …………. in the near future.
a. to grow
b. will grow
c. is growing
d. does grow
2. I really ……………phone my parents to tell them I'm going to be late home today.
a. need
b. must
c. can
d. could
3. At her first school, she .......................... to wear a blue uniform.
a. had
b. must
c. could
d. has
The
best
writers
force
their
readers
…….
about
serious
questions
4.
a. to think
b. thinking
c. thought
d. think
5. He lives a very….……..life.
a. conventional
b.conventionally c. convention
d. convene
6. By 3 o’clock tomorrow, all the tickets will ........................out.
a. sold
b. have been sold c. sell
d. be selling
7. Some people ..,,......their teeth so they look very white and shiny
a. soak
b. press
c. bleach
d. pull
8. We're planning.................... to Europe for our holiday next year.
a. flying
b. to fly
c. fly
d. to flying
9. My cousin is very .............and likes to travel to unknown places.
a. suitable
b. conventional
c. adventurous
d. personal
10. Thousands of people attended the .............of Sheikh Shaarawi after he died.
a. funeral
b. lifestyle
c. flight
d. event
11. ...........Robinson Crusoe is a long book, I finished it very quickly
a. So
b. Although
c. Despite
d. Because
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12. Samir’s house, ..............had consumed all his savings, left him with very little money.
a. which
b. who
c. in which
d. where
13. Ramy earned a ...................in medicine from Cairo University.
a. licence
b. degree
c. roller
d. role
14. I really ............... to very loud music in public places.
a. disagree
b. argue
c. can't stand
d. object
15. That tower is one of the town's most famous...................
a. landmarks
b. marks
c. events
d. products
16. Pupils don't have to pay for their books. The school……….them.
a. pays
b. provides
c. takes
d. affords
4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I asked my mother whether had she seen my English book.
This is the place which I dropped my purse.
Bigger boys sometimes bull the smaller boys at school.
My sister learns languages easily and she is ideal in Spanish and French.
The captain ordered his men abandon the ship
The thieves hid the money in a cliff under a hill.
D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)

(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Why was Rose angry with Rudolf?
2. What sort of man was Rudolf Rassendyll?
3. Why was Rassendyll keen on getting the people of Ruritania to like him more than
they liked the Duke?
4. Why couldn't the Duke ever become King unless he married Flavia?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"You do know that Michael will be very angry. Is that a good
idea?"
1. Who said this?
2. To whom was it said?
3. What was it that would make Michael very angry?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Detchard stabbed Rassendyll in the shoulder.
2. Rose was Rudolf's wife.
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

Modern Technology makes our life easier and comfortable. On the other hand, it creates
new problems. Discuss, expressing your own point of view.
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)

 .1
 .2
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( Test ten )

A- Language Functions
1- Respond to each of the following situations:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Your mother was very busy yesterday. You regret not helping her.
Your friend starts to cross a road when a car coming. Warn him
Someone asks if you think people will still have cars in 50 years.
A friend asks you why you have an expensive mobile phone. You have two reasons.

2- Mention the place, the speakers and the language function:
1. A. Do you remember what happen.
Place:
B. No, I just remember waking up in the road.
Speaker A:
A. How do you feel now?
Speaker B:
B. Not too bad. Will I have to stay here tonight?
Function A:
A. We're not sure yet. We'll have to check you have

…………………..
…………………..
…………………..
…………………..

no broken bones.
2. A. Excuse me. I need to find out about modern
farming in Egypt for a university project.

Place:

…………………..

B. All the information on agriculture is on the second floor. Speaker A: …………………..
A. Thank you. Can I take any of the books out?
Speaker B: …………………..
B. Yes. Just bring them to the desk near the entrance. Function B: …………………..

B – Vocabulary and Structure
3- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

1. My sister promised ............... me after school this afternoon.
a. meeting
b. to meet
c. met
d. meet
2. I've just finished a novel...........the main character is an 80-year-old man.
a. which
b. in which
c. who
d. whose
3. Have you heard? They've discovered a/an…….. new treatment for flu.
a. effective
b. useless
c. real
d. cruel
4. She........................sport as a very important part of her life.
a. thinks
b. believes
c. regards
d. looks
5. On.....that he had passed his driving test, Taha was very happy.
a. heard
b. he heard
c. to hear
d. hearing
6. By this time next week, the exam results will...............................
a.have published b.have been published
c. publish d. be publishing
7. In some modern homes, water.............. by energy from the sun.
a. are heated
b. heat
c. is heated
d. is heating
8. Nader is really .................about all kinds of sport. He loves playing and watching it.
a. interested
b. active
c. enthusiastic
d. keen
9. Her parents …... have meetings with the teachers at her school.
a. totally
b. gradually
c. slowly
d. regularly
10. My brother and I have had a phone conversation........we discussed our holiday plans
a. which
b. in which
c. what
d. to which
11. More than one hundred .........sent their CVs after we advertised the job opening.
a. applicants
b. employees
c. employers
d. trainees
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12. The doctor .......................me to walk 5 km every day.
a. said
b. told
c. spoke
d. talke
13. Amr comes to work on time, he works hard, and he's honest. He's …………………….
a. sociable
b. well-organised c. conscientious
d. fluent
14. He lost his job ………………………...his good record.
a. although
b. in spite of
c. so that
d. because
15. Archaeologists are planning a new…. in the south of the country
a. invasion
b. investigation
c. excavation
d. inflation
16. Cooking oil is ………… from the seeds of certain plants.
a. excavated
b. explored
c. extracted
d. expired
4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

You should reinvent paper, rather than throw it away.
Some people believe that in the future, water will use as a fuel for cars.
Despite he is 68, my grandfather is still working.
A civil servant is someone who works for the army.
When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring.
The person who's job is to clean the school is not here today.
D- The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda) (9 Marks)

(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)
(….…………)

A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Why do you think Johann was willing to act as a spy for Rassendyll?
Why does Rassendyll say he was forced to stab Max Holf to death?
What does the owner of the inn think of Michael, Duke of Strelsau?
Why did the men who come to the hunting lodge have spades with them?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"It would be very useful for Michael if you disappeared. And
if you disappear, the game's over."
1. Who says this?
2. Why does the speaker say this?
3. What game would be over if the person disappeared? Explain.
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. No one goes into the castle without Michael's or Sapt's permission.
2. The letter from Antoinette tells the King to come to the summer house with a friend.
E –Writing
8. Write a paragraph of about 100 words about: (6 marks)

"The mobile phone is a mixed blessing"
9. A) Translate into Arabic: (3 marks)

We can't ignore the fact that education in our country needs an urgent rescue
operation. The reform of education is a must even if we spend billions of money on it.
What we invest in education now will benefit us in the future.
B) Translate into English: ( 2 marks)

.           
  .        
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Test one
A) Answer the following questions:

1. Prove that Rassendyll was A man of ethics/ principles?
2. What kind of work does Rose suggest Rudolf should do?
3. What did the Chief of Police in Strelsau tell Rassendyll (the King) about what they had
learned about the real Rassendyll?
4. Why was Michael keeping Madame de Mauban as a prisoner in his castle?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"He's not a good man. He makes me angry. I nearly killed him
myself last night. Think carefully about my plan."
1. Who said this?
2. To whom was it said?
3. What is the speaker's plan?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. The Duke's men come to the hunting lodge to kill Sapt and Rassendyll.
2. Max Holf sees Rassendyll near the pipe.

Test Two
A) Answer the following questions:

1. Rupert was villainous.Explain.
2. Where does Rassendyll decide to travel to? What does he tell his family about his
plans?
3. How and when will they get the King to Strelsau?
4. Does Michael realise that this is not the real King? How do you know?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"That will leave two men alive: you and me. You’ll stay as the
King and I’ll have a reward.”
1. Who said this to Rassendyll?
2. Why do you think Rassendyll refused this plan?
3. What was the plan that the person suggested?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. When the King was sick in his prison, Princess Flavia helped to take care of him
2. Mr. Featherly from Paris believed Rudolph Rassendyll was travelling with Flavia.

Test Three
A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sapt was cautious. Illustrate.
What does the owner of the inn think of Michael Duke of Strelsau?
Who overhears their plan? What do they do with the person?
Does the Princess know that this is not the real King? What does she say about him?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
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"He's always lived in Ruritania and he cares about the people,
so people like him."
1. Who says this and when?
2. What does the person mean by this?
3. Do you think a person like this is very serious about work or life?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct
1. Fritz and Rassendyll rode to the palace to see Madame Antoinette.
2. Rassendyll tells Johann to open the front door of the mansion at midnight.

Test Four
A) Answer the following questions:
1. Who else is riding to Zenda? Which way do they go at the fork in the road? Which way do Sapt
and Rassendyll go?
2. Who does Rassendyll meet in the forest? Why are they surprised to see him?
3. Why is Rassendyll afraid when he sees Antoinette de Mauban?
4. Why do Rassendyll and Sapt need a permit to leave the city?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"Brother, I’m so sorry. I didn’t know you were waiting,
otherwise I’d have asked you in sooner.”
1. Where were they when Rassendyll said this to Michael?
2. Why didn’t Rassendyll ask him to come into the room sooner?
3. Why didn’t Michael go into the room before he was asked?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Sapt and Rassendyll find Josef and Johann's mother killed in the cellar.
2. Sapt tells Fritz that he may let Michael into the king's bedroom.

Test five
A) Answer the following questions:

1. Why does Rassendyll become good at pretending he has forgotten rules or people he
has met?
2. Rassendyll, Sapt and Fritz took ten brave men .What reason did they give to them?
3. What does Sapt plan to do if the real King is dead?
4. Why do Michael’s men have spades?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"I heard that you rode through the old town alone. That surprised me.
The people there must really have appreciated what you did."
1. Who said this?
2. To whom was it said?
3. Why did the people appreciate this action?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Antoinette calls for help at the appointed time.
2. The owner's wife at the inn thought that Rassendyll was the King.

Test six
A) Answer the following questions:

1. Rassendyll decides to keep some of his plans secret from Sapt and Fritz. What are
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those plans? (Rassendyll was secretive.illustrate.)
2. It's Rassendyll's idea to pretend to be the King for the coronation.
3. Why can't Michael come into the room when the King is there? What mistake does
Rassendyll make? How does he cover up his mistake?
4. Rassendyll has never liked responsibilities. Now he has many. What responsibilities
does he have?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

"Tell your soldiers to ride ahead of me. I don’t need them or you.
You can wait here until I’ve continued through the old town alone.”
1. Who said this? To whom?
2. Where are they and when is this?
3. Why does the speaker say this?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Josef and Johann's mother are locked in the cellar.
2. Back home, Rassendyll agrees to work with Sir Jaccob Borrodaile.

Test seven
A) Answer the following questions:

1. Who writes a letter to Rassendyll and what does it say?why?
Who does he suspect really wrote it?
2. Why is Sapt so anxious about Rassendyll's decision to ride alone through the old
town?
3. What does Fritz do while Sapt and Rassendyll go to Zenda?
4. How does Rassendyll know that the Six Men also know his secret?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
“You mustn’t try too hard. I’m not sure it was a good idea to ride alone through the old
town. Duke Michael won’t like it if you become too popular with his people, you know.”

1. Who said this? To whom?
2. Where and when is this said?
3. Why did the person ride alone through the old town and why won’t Duke Michael like it
if the person becomes too popular?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Dresden was the capital city of Ruritania.
2. Bertram Bertrand was a banker in Paris.

Test eight
A) Answer the following questions:

1. What message does Rupert Hentzau bring the next day? How does Rassendyll reply?
What happens when Rupert is leaving?
2. What do you think the message “"all is well” means"?
3. Sapt brings news of the real King. What is it?
4. Why does Sapt have Rassendyll followed everywhere? What does he mean by "If you
disappear, the game’s over"”?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
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“We’ve got them! They can’t say anything without showing their guilt.”
1. Who said this? To whom?
2. Why does he say this?
3. Who is “them”? What does the speaker mean by "We’ve got them"?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Detchard is wounded in the leg by Rassendyll's bullet.
2. Rassendyll could speak French as well as English.

Test nine
A) Answer the following questions:

1. what does Detchard offer him? Why doesn't Rassendyll accept it?
2. What does Rassendyll tell Marshal Strakencz to do?
3. Where do Rassendyll and his men stay for their hunting trip? Where is it and who
does it belong to?
4. What is the plan if they are attacked? How will they kill the King and what will they do
with the body?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“It would be very useful for Michael if you disappeared. And if you disappear, the
game’s over.”
1. Who said this? To whom?
2. Why does the speaker say this?
3. What game would be over if the person disappeared? Explain.
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. The letter tells the King to come to the summer house with a friend.
2. Rudolf the fifth spent most of his life in Strelsau.

Test ten
A) Answer the following questions:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Why have they prepared a ball for the Princess?
Why does Rassendyll kill Max Holf?
How does Rassendyll come out of the summer house alive?
Who are the Six Men? Where are they from? Why are only three in Strelsau?

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“If all’s well, why go there? And if all isn’t well, I fear there’ll be a trap.”
1. Who said this? To whom?
2. Where are they?
3. What is "there"”? What do you think he means by “"all’'s well"”?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Rassendyll is sad to say goodbye to Duke Michael and his men.
2. Rassendyll murdered Detchard while he was asleep.

Test elven
A) Answer the following questions:

1. the Princess receives two letters. What are they and who are they from?
2. Rassendyll meets Rupert the next day while they are out riding. What plan does
Rupert offer to Rassendyll?
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3. Why is Antoinette de Mauban being kept as a prisoner of the Duke?
4. How does Rassendyll get the keys to the King's prison?
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“But you always knew that you would become King. How could you think that was
someone else’s job?”
1. Who says this to whom?
2. Where are they?
3. This was said in reaction to the other person’s words. What did the other person say
before this?
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct

1. Rassendyll was hurt when Bernenstein stabbed him on his left shoulder.
2. Detchard was the worst criminal of the Duke's six men.
“The writing’s a little different from your usual. I hope people know it’s a real order
from the King.”
1. Who says this to whom?
2. What does he think is the reason that the handwriting is different? What is the real reason?
3. Why is it important that the handwriting be the same?
"To a man like me, opportunities are responsibilities. "
"He's always lived in Ruritania and he cares about the people, so people like him."
“Meanwhile, I’ll have some breakfast! The King is hungry!”
“God save both Kings.”
"Tell your soldiers to ride ahead of me. I don’t need them or you.
You can wait here until I’ve continued through the old town alone.”
“You mustn’t try too hard. I’m not sure it was a good idea to ride alone through the old
town. Michael won’t like it if you become too popular with his people, you know.”
“If all’s well, why go there? And if all isn’t well, I fear there’ll be a trap.”
“We’ll go back to Strelsau. The King will be back in the capital again tomorrow!”
“You’re mad! The plan’s too dangerous!”
“Now remember, say nothing about this. All young men like to
ride their horses now and then, so why not the King?”
“I also have a game to play. I’ll tell the Duke’s men that you never came.
If the Duke doesn’t find out what I’ve done, we may meet again.”
“Every evening, I’ll send you a message. If you don’t get a message for three days, you
have the authority to say that you are now the head of Strelsau.”
“So you’d prefer to hunt animals than do your duties in the capital?”
“If you do not know how to address the King, my brother must find another messenger.”
"Rassendyll, I think that this time next year, you’ll still be King.”
“Go back to Strelsau and tell the Ambassador what you know. I’ll look into this for you.”
“I hear there are new servants at the castle.
Do these servants know the King’s a prisoner there?”
“He makes me angry. I killed him myself last night. Think carefully about my plan.”
“This woman’s been writing secret letters to Rassendyll! She needs to be punished!”
“Dead! That’s good. I’m your leader now. Put down your weapons and do as I say.”
“Why didn’t you follow my plan? We could have worked well together.”
“I hoped that tomorrow, you’d come with me to Strelsau and tell everyone about the
brave things that you’ve done, but Sapt tells me that this isn’t possible.”
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